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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to emphasize the importance
the consistency between the distance measures on proto-
type setting and discrimination in elastic matching (EM)-
based recognition. Specifically, this paper focuses on the
following points: (i) confirmation of performance degra-
dation when Euclidean distance is used on prototype set-
ting whereas EM-distance is used on discrimination, and
(ii) proposal of new prototype setting algorithm where this
inconsistency is avoided. Through an experiment of hand-
written character recognition, the effectiveness of the pro-
posed algorithm was quantified.

1. Introduction

In image pattern recognition, elastic matching (EM) has
been employed (e.g., [1]) to fit a prototype image to an in-
put image pattern. Theoretically, the distance of the two
patterns after this fitting, hereafter called EM distance, is
invariant to the geometric deformations of the input pattern.
Thus, EM is promising for image pattern recognition robust
to the deformations.

The setting of prototypes is generally a very important
task for image pattern recognition. The prototypes should
be set to satisfy the following two conflicting requirements
as possible: (i) they should be large enough to cover all in-
put patterns of their class for higher recognition accuracy
and (ii) they should be small enough for less computational
requirements. In EM-based image recognition, each proto-
type is further required to be an image.

For the automatic setting of prototypes, clustering has
been utilized widely [2]. Simple clustering algorithms, such
as k-means, are based on the iteration of two steps; parti-
tioning step and updating step. In the partitioning step, a set
of training patterns of a class is partitioned into several sub-
sets, called clusters, according to the distance between the
training patterns and (temporary) prototypes. Then in the
updating step, the center of gravity of each cluster, called

centroid, is selected as a new prototype of the class. In the
clustering algorithms specialized for recognition problems,
such as GLVQ [3], the centroids are further modified con-
sidering the centroids of neighboring classes.

Those conventional clustering algorithms will not be ap-
propriate for setting the prototypes of EM-based recogni-
tion. This is due to the inconsistency between the dis-
tance measures on prototype setting and discrimination.
Namely, the above conventional clustering algorithms pro-
vide the prototypes optimized under some criterion based
on the Euclidean distance. In other words, the conventional
algorithms provide the prototypes optimized not for EM
distance-based discrimination, but for Euclidean distance-
based discrimination.

The purpose of this paper is summarized as follows:
(i) confirmation of the degradation of the performance of
EM-based recognition due to the above inconsistency, and
(ii) proposal of new clustering algorithm for EM-based
recognition. In addition, the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm is shown through an experiment of handwritten
character recognition.

Most of conventional EM-based image pattern recogni-
tion techniques do not pay strict attention to the prototype
setting task. For example, in the EM-based character recog-
nition technique of [4], all training patterns are directly used
as prototypes regardless of computational complexity. On
the other hand, there are a few EM-based recognition tech-
niques considering the task, such as [5]. Those techniques,
however, do not emphasize the solution of the inconsis-
tency, and therefore sufficient investigation to reveal the ef-
fect of the inconsistency has not been made.

2. Image pattern recognition using elastic
matching

Before describing the proposed algorithm for prototype
setting, a typical EM-based image pattern recognition pro-
cedure is outlined in this section. Let X = {x(i, j) | i, j =
1, 2, . . . , N} denote an unknown input pattern and R k =
{rk(u, v) | u, v = 1, 2, . . . , N} denote the kth prototype
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Figure 1. Input X , prototype Rk, and the pro-
totype fitted to the input by EM, R̃k.

of a class, where N is image size. Then the EM distance
DEM(X , Rk) is obtained by solving a model-constrained
pixel-to-pixel correspondence optimization problem, i.e.,

DEM(X, Rk)

= min
{(ui,j ,vi,j)}∈M

∑
i,j

‖x(i, j) − rk(ui,j , vi,j)‖ , (1)

where (ui,j , vi,j) denotes the pixel on Rk corresponding to
the pixel (i, j) on X and M denotes the deformation model
assumed in EM. Theoretically, the distance DEM(X , Rk)
is invariant to the geometric deformation compensable by
M and therefore the discrimination using the EM distance
as its criterion is expected to provide better recognition
performance than the discrimination using the simple Eu-
clidean distance

D(X , Rk) =
∑
i,j

‖x(i, j) − rk(i, j)‖ . (2)

Let R̃k denote the prototype Rk optimally fitted to
X, i.e., R̃k = {rk(ũi,j , ṽi,j)} where (ũi,j , ṽi,j) denotes
(ui,j , vi,j) which minimizes (1) . Clearly, DEM(X , Rk) =
D(X , R̃k). Figure 1 shows an example of EM.

3. Anisotropic property of EM distance

The Euclidean distance D(X , Rk) is isotropic and
therefore the patterns equidistant from prototype R k form
a hyper-sphere in image pattern space. On contrast, the EM
distance DEM(X , Rk) is anisotropic (i.e., not isotropic),
and the equidistant patterns form an irregular (and some-
times disconnected) surface. The shape of this surface de-
pends on the deformation model M.

Figure 2 experimentally ensures the anisotropic prop-
erty of the EM distance. Each dot in this figure represents
a 256 (=16×16) dimensional handwritten character pattern
mapped into the two-dimensional subspace spanned by their
first two principal axes. The small triangle represents the
centroid (the center of gravity) which attains the minimum
sum of the distances to the character patterns. When the
Euclidean distance is used as the measure, the centroid is
located at the center of the dots (Fig. 2(a)). In contrast,
when the EM distance (given by the EM technique in Sec-
tion 6.1) is used, the centroid is located near the boundary
of the distribution (Fig. 2(b)).

(a) (b)

Figure 2. The centroids of handwritten char-
acter patterns under (a) Euclidean distance
and (b) EM distance. Note that all patterns
are displayed in two-dimensional subspace.
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Figure 3. Equidistant contours showing the
reason of misrecognition when prototypes
are set under Euclidean distance and discrim-
ination is performed under EM distance.

4. Problem on conventional clustering algo-
rithms

Clustering is one of the most popular strategies for pro-
totype setting. Let T = {T l|l = 1, . . . , L} denote the set of
the training patterns of a class, and Ck denotes the kth clus-
ter (k = 1, . . . , K), where

⋃
k Ck = T and Ck ∩ Ck′ = ∅

for k �= k′. Then the purpose of clustering is to optimize
clusters {Ck} and prototypes {Rk} as a representative pat-
tern of cluster Ck.

In the conventional clustering techniques, the Euclidean
distance has been utilized in their criteria. For example,
k-means clustering algorithm is based on the minimization
of the following criterion (called the sum-of-squared error
criterion [6]) with respect to {Rk} and {Ck}:

J =
∑

k

∑
T l∈Ck

D(T l, Rk). (3)



[Step1: Initialization]
Choose K initial centroids R1, . . . , RK from a training pat-
tern set {T l | l = 1, . . . , L}.

[Step2: Partitioning]
For each training pattern T l, find its nearest centroid Rk′ ,
where k′ = argminkDEM(T l, Rk). Then assign T l to
cluster Ck′.

[Step3: Updating]
Each Rk is updated by replacing rk(u, v) by the average
value of (u, v)’s corresponding pixels on T l in Ck.

[Step4: Convergence check]
If Rk is changed by Step3 go to Step2; otherwise, terminate
the algorithm.

Figure 4. The proposed clustering algorithm
for setting prototypes {Rk}.

Thus, the prototype Rk will be set around the center of clus-
ter Ck as shown in Fig. 2(a). In more sophisticated cluster-
ing algorithms, such as GLVQ, the Euclidean distance is
utilized in some manner.

Those conventional clustering algorithms are not appro-
priate as prototype setting technique for EM-based recog-
nition. This is because of the difference between the Eu-
clidean distance and the EM distance, which is revealed
in the previous section. Figure 3 illustrates the degrada-
tion of recognition performance when prototypes are set
under the Euclidean distance and discrimination is per-
formed under the EM distance. Namely, the prototypes
optimized under the Euclidean distance is optimal for Eu-
clidean distance-based discrimination and not optimal for
EM distance-based discrimination.

5. The proposed clustering algorithm

In the proposed clustering algorithm, the EM distance
is incorporated on setting prototypes for the discrimination
based on the same EM distance. Although many cluster-
ing algorithms have the potential to incorporate the EM dis-
tance, the k-means clustering algorithm is picked out here
because of its simplicity.

Our problem for setting the prototypes {Rk} based on
the EM distance can be formulated as the minimization
problem of the following criterion JEM:

JEM =
∑

k

∑
T l∈Ck

DEM(T l, Rk). (4)

Since this criterion is based on the EM distance, the mis-
recognition due to the situation of Fig. 3 can be reduced
with the prototypes optimized under this criterion.

prototype Rkinput X

Figure 5. Elastic matching in the experiment.
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Figure 6. Recognition results of MNIST.

The minimization of JEM is more difficult than that of
J , because the calculation of DEM(T l, Rk) itself includes
the optimization of the pixel-to-pixel correspondence be-
tween T l and Rk as defined in (1). Figure 4 is a practical
algorithm to obtain approximate solution, where centroids
{Rk}, clusters {Ck}, and pixel correspondences are opti-
mized sequentially. Specifically, in Step 2, clusters {Ck}
and pixel correspondences are optimized under fixed proto-
type Rk . (Recall that the pixel correspondences are opti-
mized in the calculation of DEM.) In Step 3, prototypes Rk

are then updated through the optimization under fixed clus-
ters and pixel correspondences. The validity of the updating
procedure of Step 3 is shown in Appendix A.

6. Experimental result

6.1. Experimental setup

The standard handwritten numeral database called
MNIST (60,000 training patterns and 10,000 test patterns)
was used in the experiment to evaluate the prototypes pro-
vided by the proposed algorithm. As preprocessing, each
sample was scaled into 14×14 and then one-pixel-wide
margin was placed around it so that N = 16.

A simple EM technique shown in Fig. 5 was employed,



while the proposed clustering algorithm can employ to any
EM technique. As its deformation model M, it is assumed
that the prototype Rk is fitted to the input pattern X by lin-
early interpolating the pixel correspondences of the top side
and the bottom side. Thus, only 2N variables {ui,1, ui,N

| i = 1, . . . , N} are to be optimized. Those variables can
be globally optimized by the DP algorithm of [7].

6.2. Evaluation in recognition performance

Using the prototypes provided by the proposed and the
conventional k-means algorithms, a recognition experiment
was conducted. The discrimination was based on the
minimum-distance discrimination using the EM distance
even when the conventional (Euclidean) k-means was used
at prototype setting. Note that if all training patterns are
used as the prototypes, namely, if K = L ∼ 6, 000, the
recognition rate was 97.90% 1.

Figure 6 shows the recognition rates as the function of
K. Each recognition rate is the average over 10 trials with
different initial patterns. This result shows that the proto-
types by the proposed algorithm (indexed as “k-means+EM
dist”) can provide higher recognition rates than those by the
conventional technique (indexed as “k-means+Euclidean
dist”) 2. Thus, it is indicated that (i) the consistency of dis-
tance measures on prototype setting and discrimination is
necessary and (ii) the proposed algorithm is useful for set-
ting the prototypes for EM-based recognition.

The above results will be improved by using the EM dis-
tance in more sophisticated clustering algorithms instead of
k-means. In fact, the recognition rates by GLVQ with the
EM distance were 95.48% and 96.24% at K = 5 and 10, re-
spectively, whereas the recognition rates by GLVQ with the
Euclidean distance were 90.87% and 93.08%. (The detail
of those experiments will be published somewhere.) The
use of more sophisticated EM is also promising.

7. Conclusion

A clustering-based prototype setting algorithm was pro-
posed for elastic matching (EM)-based image pattern recog-
nition. In the proposed algorithm, EM distance is newly em-
ployed instead of the conventional Euclidean distance in the
criterion of prototype optimization in order to avoid the in-
consistency between distance measures on prototype setting
and discrimination. From handwritten numeral recognition
experiments, it was shown that better recognition rates can
be attained with the prototypes by the proposed algorithm.

1If the Euclidean distance was used as the discrimination measure, this
rate remains at 95.70%. This fact shows the usefulness of EM.

2As shown in Fig. 6, this superiority decreases as K increases. This is
quite natural because for a large K, any clustering algorithm becomes less
meaningful (most of the clusters would contain only one training pattern)
and its recognition rate will converge at the rate on K = L.
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A. Updating centroids

The purpose of the Step 3 in Fig. 4 is to derive cen-
troid Rk which minimizes (4) under fixed clusters {Ck}
and pixel correspondences. Such Rk should satisfy the fol-
lowing equation:

∂


 ∑

T l∈Ck

∑
i,j

‖tl(i, j) − rk(ul
i,j , v

l
i,j)‖


/

∂rk(u, v) = 0,

where (ul
i,j , v

l
i,j) represents the pixel correspondence be-

tween T l and Rk, provided during the calculation of DEM

in Step 2. The above equation can be rewritten as

∑
T l∈Ck

∑
i,j

(
tl(i, j) − rk(ul

i,j , v
l
i,j)

) ∂rk(ul
i,j , v

l
i,j)

∂rk(u, v)
= 0.

Using the relation

rk(ul
i,j , v

l
i,j) =

∑
u,v

rk(u, v)δ(ul
i,j − u, vl

i,j − v),

we finally obtain

rk(u, v) =

∑
T l∈Ck

∑
i,j

tl(i, j)δ(ul
i,j − u, vl

i,j − v)

∑
i,j

δ(ul
i,j − u, vl

i,j − v)
.

This equation means that pixel value rk(u, v) should be up-
dated as the average value of its corresponding pixels on
T l ∈ Ck . Thus, the validity of Step 3 is shown.


